
Normal situation when adjusting tenders 

The normal situation is the following: An upper-tier is receiving a tender file from a sub-contractor. 
The upper-tier reviews the tender file and for some reasons discuss modifications with the 
originating sub-contractor. Once the discussions are settled, the sub-contractor implement the 
modifications into its ITT file and produces a new version of its tender file that he sends to the 
upper-tier. 

Fast track procedure for End of bidding period critical time 

As we get closer to the bid submission deadline, it may prove to be more and more difficult to 
accommodate the normal process described here above even if technically speaking implementing 
the normal process can be done only within minutes. There might be unsettled negotiating points 
that block the process. 

This could indeed lead to block the whole price integration process. For this reason, a fast track 
procedure has been defined that allows the upper tier to make global changes to the prices of the 
sub-contractor’s tender file. 

It is called : Price Change – WP Total 

It is accessible via the Edit/Global Changes menu 

 

This allows to both integrate a tender file that contain all details provided by the sub-contractor but 
also with some minor adjustments that allow to stay within a price that suits the needs of the upper-
tier.  

This procedure should be kept for the few exceptional cases when some prices need to be rapidly 
changed before the price submission deadline. The files will keep the scars of the Global Edit so will 
signal some unsettled negotiations to the Evaluators. 

How to proceed? 

Here is way to do it: 

Open the tender file to be modified 

Go to Edit/Global Change/Price Change- WP Total 



In case the tender company is using a non-EUR currency, you will be asked if you want to make the 
adjustments on the amounts in EUR or in National Currency. Here is an example of such message 
here under: 

 

You will see a single line with the total price, but you will have to expand the WBS to choose a which 
level(s) you want to make change(s) because you cannot make the changes at this very highest level 
as this message would indicate if you try to do so: 

 

 

Double-clicking on the line will allow you to define the desired amount. You may choose either 
entering the new value and ECOS will calculate the corresponding variation or , to the contrary, 
enter the variation in % and ECOS will calculate the corresponding New Price. Here is an example to 
illustrate this: 

The line C12 was double-clicked. An adjustment of 1000 EUR was 
made, corresponding to a price reduction of -0.02%  

 

 

The changed lines will appear in red showing both the original and new amount: 

 

You can modify as many lines as you wish although we advise you to keep the structure of the price 
change as simple as possible so as few lines involved as possible. 

Once the various lines have been modified, ECOS will ask you to Accept your modifications. 

For each of the lines, the difference will be recorded under an –X Support Function created for the 
purpose and for which you will have to define the Start/End dates, Distribution type and Price Type 
in order to adjust the expenses profile accordingly. 



 

The differences are showing on the PSS-A2 under the line 10 “Cost without Additional Charges”. 

They can also be seen on WP based ECOS reports such as PSS-A8 where the additional 
WP(s) based on the X Support Function and  containing the price adjustments will be 
displayed.  

 

 

 

 

Please note that it will not be possible to change the amount of a lower level sub-contractor 
integrated into the Tender since the modifications are supposed to cover your direct field of 
negotiation with the sub-contractor.  

All these unsettled matters are expected to be solved by the time of the contract award and a 
revised Integrated Tender Answer be produced based on the normal cycle i.e. without the need of 
Tender File price trimming. 

 


